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Transversity poorly known, but how much ?   

H. E. Montgomery                                8    QCD Evolution 2016 
  

World Data on F2
p World Data on g1

p 

momentum spin 

World Data on h1
p 

transverse spin ~ 
angular momentum 

HERMES 
COMPASS 

8 

World data for F2
p        

 f1  from fits of  
thousands data

World data for g1
p 

g1  from fits of   
hundreds data

World data for h1   
from fits of tens data

slide from H.Montgomery, QCD Evolution 2016
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  1st Mellin moment of transversity  ⇒  tensor “charge”

Tensor  Charge   

�q ⌘ g

q
T =

Z 1

0
dx

⇥
h

q
1(x,Q

2)� h

q̄
1(x,Q

2)
⇤

 tensor charge not directly accessible in LSM  
 low-energy footprint of new physics at higher scales ? 

Example:  neutron β−decay   n → p e− νe

β-decays and BSM physics

Ten effective couplings

E << Λ

1/Λ2  GF ~ g2Vij/Mw2 ~1/v2

• In the SM,  W exchange (V-A, universality)
β-decays and BSM physics

Ten effective couplings

E << Λ

1/Λ2  GF ~ g2Vij/Mw2 ~1/v2

• In the SM,  W exchange (V-A, universality)

SM BSM

εT gT ≈ MW
2 / MBSM

2

precision of 0.1%  ⇒  [3-5] TeV bound for BSM scale 

_

GF ⇠ g2

M2
W
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First extractions of transversity: the Collins effect  

h1 “considered”  
as a TMD

H?
1 (z, pT )

h1(x, kT )

Collins function

TMD
factorization

A
sin(�h+�S)
SIDIS (x, z, P 2

T ) ⇠
P

q e
2
q hq

1(x,k
2
?) ⌦ H?

1,q(z,p
2
?)P

q e
2
q fq

1 (x,k
2
?) ⌦ D1,q(z,p2

?)

 one-hadron  SIDIS  

Kang et al.,  
P.R. D93 (16) 014009

Anselmino et al., P.R. D87 (13) 094019
[ Anselmino et al., P.R. D92 (15) 114023 ]

….. very  
compatible

also “quasi-transversity” on lattice (LaMET) Chen et al., arXiv:1603.06664

forward limit of chiral-odd GPD HT
Goldstein, Gonzalez and Liuti,  
P.R. D91 (15) 114013

quark

correlation ST and PhT 
→ azimuthal asymmetry



survives  even if polar symmetry (∫ dPhT) 
equivalent to take Ph‖k → no kT 

Collins, Heppelman, Ladinsky, N.P. B420 (94)

di-hadron fragmentation  (DiFF)  

correlation between quark pol. ST and 2RT 
→ azimuthal asymmetry

Ph

Ph = P1+P2 
2R = P1-P2

quark

ΦR

azimuthal

polar2RT

collinear factorization



survives  even if polar symmetry (∫ dPhT) 
equivalent to take Ph‖k → no kT 

Collins, Heppelman, Ladinsky, N.P. B420 (94)

h1(x)

H^
1 (z,Mh)

di-hadron fragmentation  (DiFF)  

 two-hadron  SIDIS  

correlation between quark pol. ST and 2RT 
→ azimuthal asymmetry

Ph

Ph = P1+P2 
2R = P1-P2

quark

ΦR

azimuthal

polar2RT

collinear factorization

A
sin(�R+�S)
SIDIS (x, z,M2

h) ⇠ �
P

q e
2
q hq

1(x)
|RT |
Mh

H^
1,q(z,M

2
h)P

q e
2
q fq

1 (x) D1,q(z,M2
h)

x-dep. of SSA given by PDFs only

chiral-odd DiFF
z = z1+z2 
price to pay: dependence  
on (ππ) invariant mass Mh

Radici, Jakob, Bianconi, P.R.D65 (02) 074031
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• SIDIS data from              and hermes

Airapetian et al.,  
JHEP 0806 (08) 017

Adolph et al.,  
P.L. B713 (12)

Braun et al.,  
E.P.J. Web Conf. 85 (15) 02018

history of upgrading fits

Bacchetta, Courtoy, Radici,  
JHEP 1303 (13) 119

Bacchetta, Courtoy, Radici,  
P.R.L. 107 (11) 012001

Radici et al.,  
JHEP 1505 (15) 123

the  Pavia  fit
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FIG. 27. (a) Comparison of extracted transversity (solid lines and shaded region) Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 with Torino-Cagliari-JLab
2013 extraction [17] (dashed lines and shaded region).
(b) Comparison of extracted transversity (solid lines and shaded region) at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 with Pavia 2015 extraction [18]
(shaded region).
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FIG. 28. Comparison of extracted Collins fragmentation functions (solid lines) at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 with Torino-Cagliari-JLab
2013 extraction [17] (dashed lines and shaded region).

much better determined by the existing data, as one can see from Fig. 28 that the functions at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 are
compatible within error bands. The unfavored fragmentation functions are different, however those functions are not
very well determined by existing experimental data.
We also compare the tensor change from our and other extractions in Fig. 29. The contribution to tensor charge

of Ref. [18] is found by extraction using the so-called dihadron fragmentation function that couples to collinear
transversity distribution. The corresponding functions have DGLAP type evolution known at LO and were used in
Ref. [18]. The results plotted in Fig. 29 corresponds to our estimates of the contribution to u-quark and d-quark in
the region of x [0.065, 0.35] at Q2 = 10 GeV2 at 68% C.L. (label 1) and the contribution to u-quark and d-quark in
the same region of x and the same Q2 using the so-called flexible scenario, αs(M2

Z) = 0.125, of Ref. [18]. One can
see that our extraction has an excellent precision for both u-quark and d-quark. The fact that the central values and
errors of extracted tensor charges are in a good agreement in both methods, ours and Ref. [18], is very positive and
allows for future investigations of transversity including all available data in a global fit.
Our results compare well with extractions from Ref. [17]. Even though correct TMD evolution was not used in

Ref. [17] the effects of DGLAP evolution of collinear distributions were taken into account and the resulting fit is of
good quality, χ2/d.o.f. = 0.8 for the so-called standard parametrization of Collins fragmentation functions. In fact
the probability that the model of Ref. [17] correctly describes the data is P (0.8 ∗ 249, 249) = 99%. The tensor charge
was estimated at 95% C.L. using two different parametrizations for Collins fragmentation functions, the so-called
standard parametrization that utilized similar to our parametrization and the polynomial parametrization. In Fig. 30
we compare our results with calculations from Ref. [17] at 95% C.L. at Q2 = 0.8 GeV2 and calculations at 68 % at
Q2 = 1 GeV2 of Ref. [18]. Even though we compare tensor charge at different values of Q2 its evolution is quite slow,
so the good agreement of all three methods is a good sign. We conclude that tensor charge perhaps is very stable with
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Kang et al., 2015
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FIG. 27. (a) Comparison of extracted transversity (solid lines and shaded region) Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 with Torino-Cagliari-JLab
2013 extraction [17] (dashed lines and shaded region).
(b) Comparison of extracted transversity (solid lines and shaded region) at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 with Pavia 2015 extraction [18]
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FIG. 28. Comparison of extracted Collins fragmentation functions (solid lines) at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 with Torino-Cagliari-JLab
2013 extraction [17] (dashed lines and shaded region).

much better determined by the existing data, as one can see from Fig. 28 that the functions at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 are
compatible within error bands. The unfavored fragmentation functions are different, however those functions are not
very well determined by existing experimental data.
We also compare the tensor change from our and other extractions in Fig. 29. The contribution to tensor charge

of Ref. [18] is found by extraction using the so-called dihadron fragmentation function that couples to collinear
transversity distribution. The corresponding functions have DGLAP type evolution known at LO and were used in
Ref. [18]. The results plotted in Fig. 29 corresponds to our estimates of the contribution to u-quark and d-quark in
the region of x [0.065, 0.35] at Q2 = 10 GeV2 at 68% C.L. (label 1) and the contribution to u-quark and d-quark in
the same region of x and the same Q2 using the so-called flexible scenario, αs(M2

Z) = 0.125, of Ref. [18]. One can
see that our extraction has an excellent precision for both u-quark and d-quark. The fact that the central values and
errors of extracted tensor charges are in a good agreement in both methods, ours and Ref. [18], is very positive and
allows for future investigations of transversity including all available data in a global fit.
Our results compare well with extractions from Ref. [17]. Even though correct TMD evolution was not used in

Ref. [17] the effects of DGLAP evolution of collinear distributions were taken into account and the resulting fit is of
good quality, χ2/d.o.f. = 0.8 for the so-called standard parametrization of Collins fragmentation functions. In fact
the probability that the model of Ref. [17] correctly describes the data is P (0.8 ∗ 249, 249) = 99%. The tensor charge
was estimated at 95% C.L. using two different parametrizations for Collins fragmentation functions, the so-called
standard parametrization that utilized similar to our parametrization and the polynomial parametrization. In Fig. 30
we compare our results with calculations from Ref. [17] at 95% C.L. at Q2 = 0.8 GeV2 and calculations at 68 % at
Q2 = 1 GeV2 of Ref. [18]. Even though we compare tensor charge at different values of Q2 its evolution is quite slow,
so the good agreement of all three methods is a good sign. We conclude that tensor charge perhaps is very stable with
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collinear factorization in hard processes

proton

lepton lepton

2 pions

electron

positron

e+e–

proton

proton

p-p

2 pions

2 pions

DeFlorian & Vanni, P.L.B578 (04) 139  
Ceccopieri, Radici, Bacchetta, P.L.B650 (07) 81  
(see also  
      Zhou and Metz, P.R.L. 106 (11) 172001 
       for Mh—evolution of DiFFs)

SIDIS

standard DGLAP 
evolution eq.’s

factorization

factorization 
Bacchetta & Radici, P.R. D70 (04) 094032

Artru & Collins, Z.Phys. C69 (96) 277     
Boer, Jakob, Radici, P.R.D67 (03) 094003 

factorization 

Jaffe, Jin, Tang, P.R.L.80 (98) 1166  
Radici, Jakob, Bianconi, P.R.D65 (02) 074031 
Bacchetta & Radici, P.R. D67 (03) 094002
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not possible  in  
p+p → π+π+X Rogers & Mulders,  

P.R. D81 (10) 094006
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of the nucleon tensor charge �q =
R 1
0 dx(hq

1(x) � hq̄
1(x))

will directly test our theory of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) when compared to calculations on the lat-
tice or model calculations [2–11]. h1 becomes acces-
sible in physics observables when it is coupled with an
additional chiral-odd partner, e.g. a transverse spin-
dependent fragmentation process. This second part has
to be measured independently in order to extract h1.
Our current knowledge of h1 [2, 4] is based on fixed-
target semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scat-
tering (SIDIS) [12–16] in combination with data from
electron-positron annihilation [17, 18]. Proton-proton
collisions allow us to reach into the dominant valence
quark region, but the framework of perturbative QCD
introduces complications when the intrinsic transverse
momentum from the hadronization process has to be
considered [19]. It has been shown that di-hadron cor-
relations in the final state persist when integrated over
intrinsic transverse momenta. This so-called Interfer-
ence Fragmentation Function (IFF), H^

1 , can therefore
be described collinearly [20]. Therefore the contributions
to the cross section can be factorized [21] and the IFF
should be universal between electron-positron annihila-
tion, SIDIS, and proton-proton scattering.

We present measurements of charged pion correlations
from the STAR experiment at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) at a center-of-mass energy

p
s =

200 GeV. The data, the first measurement of transver-
sity in polarized proton collisions, show non-zero hq

1(x)
at 0.15 < x < 0.30. In this range, transversity is not well
constrained by previous SIDIS measurements and our re-
sult will be particularly important to restrict the d-quark
transversity which is charge suppressed in lepton-proton
scattering.

RHIC, located at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
collides bunched beams of heavy ions as well as polar-
ized protons. The stable beam polarization orientation
is transverse to the collider plane and the polarization
direction alternates between subsequent bunches or pairs
thereof (polarization up " or down #). The bunch po-
larization pattern is changed from fill to fill in order to
reduce systematic e↵ects. While typically both beams
are polarized, a single-spin measurement is achieved by
summing over the bunches in one beam, e↵ectively re-
ducing its polarization to near zero. The polarization of
each beam is measured by polarimeters using the elastic
scattering of protons on very thin carbon targets, several
times during a RHIC fill. The polarimeter are calibrated
using a polarized hydrogen gas jet target [22]. We report
results from the RHIC run in 2006 with an integrated
luminosity of 1.8 pb�1 and an average beam polarization
of about 60%.

The STAR experiment is located at one of the colli-
sion points in RHIC. This analysis is based on data in
the central pseudorapidity range �1 < ⌘ < 1. Data are
collected by the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) pro-

viding tracking and charged pion identification [23] and
by the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), a
lead scintillator sampling calorimeter [24]. Data from a
pair of scintillator-based beam-beam counters (BBC) at
forward rapidities 3.3 < |⌘| < 5.0 in combination with
the BEMC provides a trigger for hard QCD events [25].
The trigger requires a coincidence between the BBCs and
either a minimum transverse energy, ET > 5 GeV in a
single BEMC tower or one of several jet patch triggers in
��⇥�⌘ = 1.0⇥ 1.0 (ET > 4.0 or 7.8 GeV).
Charged pion pairs are selected by requiring tracks

that originate within ±60 cm in the longitudinal direc-
tion and 1 cm in the transverse direction from the nomi-
nal interaction vertex and that are required to point into
the central region. Tracks are required to have a min-
imum transverse momentum pT of 1.5 GeV/c. Using
dE/dx measurements in the TPC to select pions, a pu-
rity of the single pion sample of greater than 95% over
the whole kinematic range is achieved. All pion pairs in
an event are considered where the pions are close enough
in (⌘,�) space to originate from the fragmentation of the
same parton. The default value of this opening angle
cut is

p
(⌘⇡1 � ⌘⇡2)

2 + (�⇡1 � �⇡2)
2 < 0.3. Pion pairs

produced in the weak decay of the K0 meson are not ex-
pected to contribute to the asymmetry, therefore the cor-
responding mass range (497.6 ± 10 MeV) was excluded
from the analysis.
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will directly test our theory of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) when compared to calculations on the lat-
tice or model calculations [2–11]. h1 becomes acces-
sible in physics observables when it is coupled with an
additional chiral-odd partner, e.g. a transverse spin-
dependent fragmentation process. This second part has
to be measured independently in order to extract h1.
Our current knowledge of h1 [2, 4] is based on fixed-
target semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scat-
tering (SIDIS) [12–16] in combination with data from
electron-positron annihilation [17, 18]. Proton-proton
collisions allow us to reach into the dominant valence
quark region, but the framework of perturbative QCD
introduces complications when the intrinsic transverse
momentum from the hadronization process has to be
considered [19]. It has been shown that di-hadron cor-
relations in the final state persist when integrated over
intrinsic transverse momenta. This so-called Interfer-
ence Fragmentation Function (IFF), H^

1 , can therefore
be described collinearly [20]. Therefore the contributions
to the cross section can be factorized [21] and the IFF
should be universal between electron-positron annihila-
tion, SIDIS, and proton-proton scattering.

We present measurements of charged pion correlations
from the STAR experiment at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) at a center-of-mass energy

p
s =

200 GeV. The data, the first measurement of transver-
sity in polarized proton collisions, show non-zero hq

1(x)
at 0.15 < x < 0.30. In this range, transversity is not well
constrained by previous SIDIS measurements and our re-
sult will be particularly important to restrict the d-quark
transversity which is charge suppressed in lepton-proton
scattering.

RHIC, located at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
collides bunched beams of heavy ions as well as polar-
ized protons. The stable beam polarization orientation
is transverse to the collider plane and the polarization
direction alternates between subsequent bunches or pairs
thereof (polarization up " or down #). The bunch po-
larization pattern is changed from fill to fill in order to
reduce systematic e↵ects. While typically both beams
are polarized, a single-spin measurement is achieved by
summing over the bunches in one beam, e↵ectively re-
ducing its polarization to near zero. The polarization of
each beam is measured by polarimeters using the elastic
scattering of protons on very thin carbon targets, several
times during a RHIC fill. The polarimeter are calibrated
using a polarized hydrogen gas jet target [22]. We report
results from the RHIC run in 2006 with an integrated
luminosity of 1.8 pb�1 and an average beam polarization
of about 60%.

The STAR experiment is located at one of the colli-
sion points in RHIC. This analysis is based on data in
the central pseudorapidity range �1 < ⌘ < 1. Data are
collected by the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) pro-

viding tracking and charged pion identification [23] and
by the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), a
lead scintillator sampling calorimeter [24]. Data from a
pair of scintillator-based beam-beam counters (BBC) at
forward rapidities 3.3 < |⌘| < 5.0 in combination with
the BEMC provides a trigger for hard QCD events [25].
The trigger requires a coincidence between the BBCs and
either a minimum transverse energy, ET > 5 GeV in a
single BEMC tower or one of several jet patch triggers in
��⇥�⌘ = 1.0⇥ 1.0 (ET > 4.0 or 7.8 GeV).
Charged pion pairs are selected by requiring tracks

that originate within ±60 cm in the longitudinal direc-
tion and 1 cm in the transverse direction from the nomi-
nal interaction vertex and that are required to point into
the central region. Tracks are required to have a min-
imum transverse momentum pT of 1.5 GeV/c. Using
dE/dx measurements in the TPC to select pions, a pu-
rity of the single pion sample of greater than 95% over
the whole kinematic range is achieved. All pion pairs in
an event are considered where the pions are close enough
in (⌘,�) space to originate from the fragmentation of the
same parton. The default value of this opening angle
cut is

p
(⌘⇡1 � ⌘⇡2)

2 + (�⇡1 � �⇡2)
2 < 0.3. Pion pairs

produced in the weak decay of the K0 meson are not ex-
pected to contribute to the asymmetry, therefore the cor-
responding mass range (497.6 ± 10 MeV) was excluded
from the analysis.
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R 1
0 dx(hq
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will directly test our theory of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) when compared to calculations on the lat-
tice or model calculations [2–11]. h1 becomes acces-
sible in physics observables when it is coupled with an
additional chiral-odd partner, e.g. a transverse spin-
dependent fragmentation process. This second part has
to be measured independently in order to extract h1.
Our current knowledge of h1 [2, 4] is based on fixed-
target semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scat-
tering (SIDIS) [12–16] in combination with data from
electron-positron annihilation [17, 18]. Proton-proton
collisions allow us to reach into the dominant valence
quark region, but the framework of perturbative QCD
introduces complications when the intrinsic transverse
momentum from the hadronization process has to be
considered [19]. It has been shown that di-hadron cor-
relations in the final state persist when integrated over
intrinsic transverse momenta. This so-called Interfer-
ence Fragmentation Function (IFF), H^

1 , can therefore
be described collinearly [20]. Therefore the contributions
to the cross section can be factorized [21] and the IFF
should be universal between electron-positron annihila-
tion, SIDIS, and proton-proton scattering.

We present measurements of charged pion correlations
from the STAR experiment at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) at a center-of-mass energy

p
s =

200 GeV. The data, the first measurement of transver-
sity in polarized proton collisions, show non-zero hq

1(x)
at 0.15 < x < 0.30. In this range, transversity is not well
constrained by previous SIDIS measurements and our re-
sult will be particularly important to restrict the d-quark
transversity which is charge suppressed in lepton-proton
scattering.

RHIC, located at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
collides bunched beams of heavy ions as well as polar-
ized protons. The stable beam polarization orientation
is transverse to the collider plane and the polarization
direction alternates between subsequent bunches or pairs
thereof (polarization up " or down #). The bunch po-
larization pattern is changed from fill to fill in order to
reduce systematic e↵ects. While typically both beams
are polarized, a single-spin measurement is achieved by
summing over the bunches in one beam, e↵ectively re-
ducing its polarization to near zero. The polarization of
each beam is measured by polarimeters using the elastic
scattering of protons on very thin carbon targets, several
times during a RHIC fill. The polarimeter are calibrated
using a polarized hydrogen gas jet target [22]. We report
results from the RHIC run in 2006 with an integrated
luminosity of 1.8 pb�1 and an average beam polarization
of about 60%.

The STAR experiment is located at one of the colli-
sion points in RHIC. This analysis is based on data in
the central pseudorapidity range �1 < ⌘ < 1. Data are
collected by the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) pro-

viding tracking and charged pion identification [23] and
by the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), a
lead scintillator sampling calorimeter [24]. Data from a
pair of scintillator-based beam-beam counters (BBC) at
forward rapidities 3.3 < |⌘| < 5.0 in combination with
the BEMC provides a trigger for hard QCD events [25].
The trigger requires a coincidence between the BBCs and
either a minimum transverse energy, ET > 5 GeV in a
single BEMC tower or one of several jet patch triggers in
��⇥�⌘ = 1.0⇥ 1.0 (ET > 4.0 or 7.8 GeV).
Charged pion pairs are selected by requiring tracks

that originate within ±60 cm in the longitudinal direc-
tion and 1 cm in the transverse direction from the nomi-
nal interaction vertex and that are required to point into
the central region. Tracks are required to have a min-
imum transverse momentum pT of 1.5 GeV/c. Using
dE/dx measurements in the TPC to select pions, a pu-
rity of the single pion sample of greater than 95% over
the whole kinematic range is achieved. All pion pairs in
an event are considered where the pions are close enough
in (⌘,�) space to originate from the fragmentation of the
same parton. The default value of this opening angle
cut is

p
(⌘⇡1 � ⌘⇡2)

2 + (�⇡1 � �⇡2)
2 < 0.3. Pion pairs

produced in the weak decay of the K0 meson are not ex-
pected to contribute to the asymmetry, therefore the cor-
responding mass range (497.6 ± 10 MeV) was excluded
from the analysis.
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R 1
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will directly test our theory of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) when compared to calculations on the lat-
tice or model calculations [2–11]. h1 becomes acces-
sible in physics observables when it is coupled with an
additional chiral-odd partner, e.g. a transverse spin-
dependent fragmentation process. This second part has
to be measured independently in order to extract h1.
Our current knowledge of h1 [2, 4] is based on fixed-
target semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scat-
tering (SIDIS) [12–16] in combination with data from
electron-positron annihilation [17, 18]. Proton-proton
collisions allow us to reach into the dominant valence
quark region, but the framework of perturbative QCD
introduces complications when the intrinsic transverse
momentum from the hadronization process has to be
considered [19]. It has been shown that di-hadron cor-
relations in the final state persist when integrated over
intrinsic transverse momenta. This so-called Interfer-
ence Fragmentation Function (IFF), H^

1 , can therefore
be described collinearly [20]. Therefore the contributions
to the cross section can be factorized [21] and the IFF
should be universal between electron-positron annihila-
tion, SIDIS, and proton-proton scattering.

We present measurements of charged pion correlations
from the STAR experiment at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) at a center-of-mass energy

p
s =

200 GeV. The data, the first measurement of transver-
sity in polarized proton collisions, show non-zero hq

1(x)
at 0.15 < x < 0.30. In this range, transversity is not well
constrained by previous SIDIS measurements and our re-
sult will be particularly important to restrict the d-quark
transversity which is charge suppressed in lepton-proton
scattering.

RHIC, located at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
collides bunched beams of heavy ions as well as polar-
ized protons. The stable beam polarization orientation
is transverse to the collider plane and the polarization
direction alternates between subsequent bunches or pairs
thereof (polarization up " or down #). The bunch po-
larization pattern is changed from fill to fill in order to
reduce systematic e↵ects. While typically both beams
are polarized, a single-spin measurement is achieved by
summing over the bunches in one beam, e↵ectively re-
ducing its polarization to near zero. The polarization of
each beam is measured by polarimeters using the elastic
scattering of protons on very thin carbon targets, several
times during a RHIC fill. The polarimeter are calibrated
using a polarized hydrogen gas jet target [22]. We report
results from the RHIC run in 2006 with an integrated
luminosity of 1.8 pb�1 and an average beam polarization
of about 60%.

The STAR experiment is located at one of the colli-
sion points in RHIC. This analysis is based on data in
the central pseudorapidity range �1 < ⌘ < 1. Data are
collected by the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) pro-

viding tracking and charged pion identification [23] and
by the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), a
lead scintillator sampling calorimeter [24]. Data from a
pair of scintillator-based beam-beam counters (BBC) at
forward rapidities 3.3 < |⌘| < 5.0 in combination with
the BEMC provides a trigger for hard QCD events [25].
The trigger requires a coincidence between the BBCs and
either a minimum transverse energy, ET > 5 GeV in a
single BEMC tower or one of several jet patch triggers in
��⇥�⌘ = 1.0⇥ 1.0 (ET > 4.0 or 7.8 GeV).
Charged pion pairs are selected by requiring tracks

that originate within ±60 cm in the longitudinal direc-
tion and 1 cm in the transverse direction from the nomi-
nal interaction vertex and that are required to point into
the central region. Tracks are required to have a min-
imum transverse momentum pT of 1.5 GeV/c. Using
dE/dx measurements in the TPC to select pions, a pu-
rity of the single pion sample of greater than 95% over
the whole kinematic range is achieved. All pion pairs in
an event are considered where the pions are close enough
in (⌘,�) space to originate from the fragmentation of the
same parton. The default value of this opening angle
cut is

p
(⌘⇡1 � ⌘⇡2)

2 + (�⇡1 � �⇡2)
2 < 0.3. Pion pairs

produced in the weak decay of the K0 meson are not ex-
pected to contribute to the asymmetry, therefore the cor-
responding mass range (497.6 ± 10 MeV) was excluded
from the analysis.
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will directly test our theory of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) when compared to calculations on the lat-
tice or model calculations [2–11]. h1 becomes acces-
sible in physics observables when it is coupled with an
additional chiral-odd partner, e.g. a transverse spin-
dependent fragmentation process. This second part has
to be measured independently in order to extract h1.
Our current knowledge of h1 [2, 4] is based on fixed-
target semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scat-
tering (SIDIS) [12–16] in combination with data from
electron-positron annihilation [17, 18]. Proton-proton
collisions allow us to reach into the dominant valence
quark region, but the framework of perturbative QCD
introduces complications when the intrinsic transverse
momentum from the hadronization process has to be
considered [19]. It has been shown that di-hadron cor-
relations in the final state persist when integrated over
intrinsic transverse momenta. This so-called Interfer-
ence Fragmentation Function (IFF), H^

1 , can therefore
be described collinearly [20]. Therefore the contributions
to the cross section can be factorized [21] and the IFF
should be universal between electron-positron annihila-
tion, SIDIS, and proton-proton scattering.

We present measurements of charged pion correlations
from the STAR experiment at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) at a center-of-mass energy

p
s =

200 GeV. The data, the first measurement of transver-
sity in polarized proton collisions, show non-zero hq

1(x)
at 0.15 < x < 0.30. In this range, transversity is not well
constrained by previous SIDIS measurements and our re-
sult will be particularly important to restrict the d-quark
transversity which is charge suppressed in lepton-proton
scattering.

RHIC, located at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
collides bunched beams of heavy ions as well as polar-
ized protons. The stable beam polarization orientation
is transverse to the collider plane and the polarization
direction alternates between subsequent bunches or pairs
thereof (polarization up " or down #). The bunch po-
larization pattern is changed from fill to fill in order to
reduce systematic e↵ects. While typically both beams
are polarized, a single-spin measurement is achieved by
summing over the bunches in one beam, e↵ectively re-
ducing its polarization to near zero. The polarization of
each beam is measured by polarimeters using the elastic
scattering of protons on very thin carbon targets, several
times during a RHIC fill. The polarimeter are calibrated
using a polarized hydrogen gas jet target [22]. We report
results from the RHIC run in 2006 with an integrated
luminosity of 1.8 pb�1 and an average beam polarization
of about 60%.

The STAR experiment is located at one of the colli-
sion points in RHIC. This analysis is based on data in
the central pseudorapidity range �1 < ⌘ < 1. Data are
collected by the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) pro-

viding tracking and charged pion identification [23] and
by the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), a
lead scintillator sampling calorimeter [24]. Data from a
pair of scintillator-based beam-beam counters (BBC) at
forward rapidities 3.3 < |⌘| < 5.0 in combination with
the BEMC provides a trigger for hard QCD events [25].
The trigger requires a coincidence between the BBCs and
either a minimum transverse energy, ET > 5 GeV in a
single BEMC tower or one of several jet patch triggers in
��⇥�⌘ = 1.0⇥ 1.0 (ET > 4.0 or 7.8 GeV).
Charged pion pairs are selected by requiring tracks

that originate within ±60 cm in the longitudinal direc-
tion and 1 cm in the transverse direction from the nomi-
nal interaction vertex and that are required to point into
the central region. Tracks are required to have a min-
imum transverse momentum pT of 1.5 GeV/c. Using
dE/dx measurements in the TPC to select pions, a pu-
rity of the single pion sample of greater than 95% over
the whole kinematic range is achieved. All pion pairs in
an event are considered where the pions are close enough
in (⌘,�) space to originate from the fragmentation of the
same parton. The default value of this opening angle
cut is

p
(⌘⇡1 � ⌘⇡2)

2 + (�⇡1 � �⇡2)
2 < 0.3. Pion pairs

produced in the weak decay of the K0 meson are not ex-
pected to contribute to the asymmetry, therefore the cor-
responding mass range (497.6 ± 10 MeV) was excluded
from the analysis.

𝒑h,2 

𝒑beam 

𝒔𝒂 

𝝓𝑺 

𝒑h,1 

𝝓𝑹 

𝒑h 
𝑹 

FIG. 1. Azimuthal angle defintions in the dihadron system. ~s
a

is the direction of the spin of the polarized proton, ~p
h,{1,2} are

the momenta of the positive and negative pion, respectively
and �

R

is the angle between the production and dihadron
plane.

The transversely polarized cross-section of hadron
pairs in p" + p collisions can be written similar to [26]:
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B beam polarized

forward 
polarized particles 

at η < 0

t̂ = t xa/z̄

|PT| = transverse component of 
         pair total momentum 
         with respect to A beam

hard scale |PT| ≫ M, MA, MB

Bacchetta & Radici, P.R. D70 (04) 094032
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run 2006 Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

PRELIMINARY

 forward AUT(M):  STAR data
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band = prediction using central 68% of replicas from SIDIS fit

run 2006 Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

PRELIMINARY

forward AUT(M): our prediction vs. STAR data   

Radici et al.,  
P.R. D94 (16) 034012
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band = prediction using central 68% of replicas from SIDIS fit

run 2006 Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

PRELIMINARY

forward AUT(M): our prediction vs. STAR data   

Radici et al.,  
P.R. D94 (16) 034012

same mechanism produces asymmetries in SIDIS and pp collisions
⇒  likely to be universal
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run 2006
run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

PRELIMINARY

backward AUT(M)   

Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

Radici et al.,  
P.R. D94 (16) 034012

band = prediction using central 68% of replicas from SIDIS fit
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AUT(η)   

run 2006
run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

backwardforward

Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

PRELIMINARY

Radici et al.,  
P.R. D94 (16) 034012

band = prediction using central 68% of replicas from SIDIS fit
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AUT(η)   

run 2006
run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

problem ?

backwardforward

Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

PRELIMINARY

Radici et al.,  
P.R. D94 (16) 034012

band = prediction using central 68% of replicas from SIDIS fit
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AUT(PT)   

run 2006
run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

backward forward

Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (2015) 242501

PRELIMINARY

problem

Radici et al.,  
P.R. D94 (16) 034012

band = prediction using central 68% of replicas from SIDIS fit
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problem :  K  factor ?   

 dσ ~ dσ0 + sin(ΦS-ΦR) dσUT

d�

0

d⌘ d|PT | dM
= 2 |PT |

X

a,b,c,d

Z
dxa dxb

8⇡2
z̄

f

a
1 (xa) f

b
1(xb)

d�̂ab!cd

dt̂

D

c
1(z̄,M)

no data yet for unpol. cross section  
dσ0 :   p+p → (ππ) Χ

gluon channel unconstrained only from  
DGLAP

possible large K factor in dσ0 

( but not in dσUT ! )

uncertainty band 
probably underestimated

Radici et al., P.R. D94 (16) 034012
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problem :  K  factor ?   

 dσ ~ dσ0 + sin(ΦS-ΦR) dσUT

d�

0

d⌘ d|PT | dM
= 2 |PT |

X

a,b,c,d

Z
dxa dxb

8⇡2
z̄

f

a
1 (xa) f

b
1(xb)

d�̂ab!cd

dt̂

D

c
1(z̄,M)

no data yet for unpol. cross section  
dσ0 :   p+p → (ππ) Χ

gluon channel unconstrained only from  
DGLAP

possible large K factor in dσ0 

( but not in dσUT )

uncertainty band 
probably underestimated

but no K factor can change 
sign and trend of AUT(M)

Radici et al., P.R. D94 (16) 034012
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stability  and  saturation of Soffer bound  

data

rigid

Choice of functional form

28
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Radici et al.,  
JHEP 1505 (15) 123

up

down

Q2=2.4 GeV2

stable results in range of SIDIS data
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stability  and  saturation of Soffer bound  

data

rigid

Choice of functional form
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Radici et al.,  
JHEP 1505 (15) 123

up

down

Q2=2.4 GeV2

stable results in range of SIDIS data
but unusual saturation of Soffer bound 

for down, due to 2 deuteron bins

bins #7,8
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origin of saturation of Soffer bound   

full SIDIS fit 
“reduced” SIDIS fit : 

no bins #7,8 with deuteron 

Choice of functional form

28

 at starting scale Q0
2 = 1 GeV2

satisfies Soffer Bound at any Q2
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extra-flexible

Radici et al.,  
JHEP 1505 (15) 123

Kang et al.,  
P.R. D93 (16) 014009

Anselmino et al.,  
P.R. D87 (13) 094019

more flexibility 
for down

 
no appreciable difference

for up 
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forward  AUT(PT)  and  AUT(η) with “reduced” fit

“reduced” fit :  more flexibility ⇒  better compatibility
run 2006 Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (15) 242501

full SIDIS fit “reduced” SIDIS fit 
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reconsider  problem  in forward kin.

some replicas outside the 68% band from SIDIS fit  
show compatibility with p-p data in forward kin.

run 2006
run 2012 K. Landry,  talk at APS 2015

Adamczyk et al. (STAR), P.R.L. 115 (15) 242501

PRELIMINARY

{

68%

Radici et al., P.R. D94 (16) 034012

AUT(PT) AUT(η)

selectivity of p-p data on results from SIDIS fit need global fit
work in progress
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neutron β-decay <—> isovector tensor charge   

 gTu-d  affects  tensor coupling   in β-decay

lattice

Q2 = 4 GeV2 

4) PNDME ‘15 

5) LHPC ‘12 

6) RQCD ‘14 

7) RBC-UKQCD 

8) ETMC ‘15 

9) ETMC ‘15

Bhattacharya et al., P.R. D92 (15)

Green et al., P.R. D86 (12)

Bali et al., P.R. D91 (15)

Aoki et al., P.R. D82 (10)

Abdel-Rehim et al., P.R.D92 (15);  
                        E  P.R.D93 (16)
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neutron β-decay <—> isovector tensor charge   

 gTu-d  affects  tensor coupling   in β-decay

lattice

1) Radici et al. 2015 

Choice of functional form

28
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Tensor charges

34

lattice

38

T
g

0 0.5 1 1.5
Kang et al (2015)

Radici et al (2015)

Anselmino et al (2013)

Anselmino et al (2013)

Bali et al (2015)

Gupta et al (2014)

Green at al (2012)

Aoki et al (2010)

Bhattacharya et al (2013)

Gockeler et al (2005)

Pitschmann et al (2015)

FIG. 32. Comparison of the isovector nucleon tensor charge gT from this paper at 68% C.L. (Kang et al 2015) at Q2 = 10
GeV2 and result from Ref. [18] (Radici et al 2015) at 68% CL and Q2 = 4 GeV2, and Ref. [17] at 95% CL standard and
polynomial fit (Anselmino et al 2013) at Q2 = 0.8 GeV2. Other points are lattice computation at Q2 = 4 GeV2 of Bali et al
Ref. [117], Gupta et al Ref. [118], Green et al Ref. [119], Aoki et al Ref. [127], Bhattacharya et al ref. [120], Gockeler et al
Ref. [121]. Pitschmann et al is DSE calculation at Q2 = 4 GeV2 Ref. [112].

processes. These features have been clearly demonstrated in Figs. 20-21. In particular, the transverse momentum
dependence illustrates the effects coming from the Sudakov resummation form factors where the perturbative part
plays an important role due to large value of the resolution scale Q ≃ 10.6 (GeV). The associated scale evolution
effects in the Ĥ(3)(z) is another important aspect in the calculations. The evolution kernel is different from that of
the unpolarized fragmentation function, and it changes the functional form dependence of zh1 and zh2. In addition,
there is cancellation between favored and unfavored Collins fragmentation functions, not only the shape but also the
size are modified with the full evolution effects taken into account.
Second, because of relative narrow Q2 range in the current SIDIS data, the evolution effects are not so evident as

compared to that in e+e− annihilation processes. This was shown in Figs. 18 and 19. However, we would like to
emphasize that, in order to precisely constrain the quark transversity distributions, we need to perform the complete
QCD evolution in the theoretical calculations of the asymmetries to compare to the experimental data. This will
become more important with high precision data from future experiments at the Jefferson Lab 12 GeV upgrade [107]
and the planned Electron Ion Collider [4, 108, 109].
Third, the quark transversity distributions from our analysis are comparable to previous determinations, including

the leading order analysis of the same Collins asymmetries in SIDIS and e+e− annihilation processes, and the di-
hadron fragmentation channel in DIS and e+e− processes, see Fig. 27. In particular, the consistency between the
Collins asymmetry analysis and the di-hadron fragmentation analysis is a strong encouragement toward a future global
fit to include all experimental data to constrain the quark transversity distributions.
We observe, however, the Collins fragmentation functions from our analysis are quite different from those determined

from the leading order analysis in Ref. [17], although they are in the same order of magnitude. To further test the
evolution effects, we emphasize the importance of future experiment measurements, in particular, in the energy range
different from B-factories, such as those from the BEPC II at the experiment BESIII. We have made predictions for
these experiments in Figs. 22 and 24. We hope the data will become available soon, and can be included into the
global fit in the near future. We encourage BELLE, BABAR and BESIII Collaborations to perform the analysis of the
data on unpolarized cross-sections as such data are curtail for our understanding of TMD fragmentation functions.
Finally, we summarize the nucleon tensor charge contribution from our analysis,

δu[0.0065,0.35] = +0.30+0.08
−0.12 , (159)

δd[0.0065,0.35] = −0.20+0.28
−0.11 , (160)

at 90% C.L. at Q2 = 10 GeV2, in the kinematic range covered by the current experiments.

δu[0.0065,0.35] = +0.30+0.04
−0.07 , (161)

δd[0.0065,0.35] = −0.20+0.12
−0.07 , (162)

at 68% C.L. at Q2 = 10 GeV2.

isovector tensor charge

gT = δu − δd
Q2 = 4 GeV2

Q2 = 10

｛
｛

Q2 = 0.8

DSE

Q2 = 4 GeV2 

2) Kang et al. 2016  
   Q2 = 10 
3) Anselmino et al. 2013 

    Q2 = 0.8
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neutron β-decay <—> isovector tensor charge   

 gTu-d  affects  tensor coupling   in β-decay

lattice

Q2 = 4 GeV2 

2) Kang et al. 2016  
   Q2 = 10

10) SoLID 2016  
   pseudo-data based  
   on 2) Kang et al. 2016 
  Q2 = 10

Ye et al., arXiv:1609.02449

caveat: 
SoLID acceptance 
→ x ∈ [0.05, 0.6]
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neutron β-decay <—> isovector tensor charge   

 gTu-d  affects  tensor coupling   in β-decay

lattice

Q2 = 4 GeV2 

2) Kang et al. 2016  
   Q2 = 10

10) SoLID 2016  
   pseudo-data based  
   on 2) Kang et al. 2016 
  Q2 = 10

Ye et al., arXiv:1609.02449

potential of SoLID can bring 
precision to level of 

modern lattice calculations
and β-decay measurements

current most stringent constraints  
on BSM tensor coupling from  

π+ → e+νeγ and neutron β-decay is

| εT gT | ≲  5 × 10-4

Bychkov et al. (PIBETA), P.R.L. 103 (09) 051802
Pattie et al., P.R. C88 (13) 048501

caveat: 
SoLID acceptance 
→ x ∈ [0.05, 0.6]



Conclusions  

• transversity can be reliably extracted from data 
using semi-inclusive di-hadron production

• di-hadron method works in collinear factorization                 
- cross-check of Collins effect in TMD factorization 

   - extension to p-p collisions → check universality 
                                                    global fit in progress

• tensor charge useful for low-energy explorations 
of BSM new physics

need more data at (very) large and (very) small x
“short run” :  RHIC & JLAB12    “long run” :  EIC

Next:  complete global fit of existing 2h-SIDIS & p-p data



Backup slides  



reweighting   the  replicas  

• each replica hk (k=1,..,N) carries equal weight (important sampling)

NNPDF Collaboration, N.P. B849 (11) 112; E B854 (12) 926; E B855 (12) 927; arXiv:1012.0836v4

• effect of set of new independent n data by assigning new weights wk         
wk  ⇔  probability for each replica hk to agree with new n data (χk

2)

wk =
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2 (n�1) e�

1
2�

2
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1
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PN
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2
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1
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k

• price to pay:    replica k with very low wk is statistically irrelevant             
                       loss of efficiency quantifiable through Shannon entropy 

Ne↵ = exp

(
1

N

NX

k=1

wk ln

✓
N

wk

◆)
 N

• χ2-profile of reweighted replicas

P
h
A� = {�2  �2

k < �2 + d�2}
i
=

X

k2A�

wk

if P[Aχ ] peaked at χ~O(1)
new data bring new info

otherwise are inconsistent

new weights wk

price to pay:



χ2-profile of reweighted replicas  

Choice of functional form

28
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flexible

extra-flexible
N=100 replicas 
 χ2-profile  
n=24  RHIC data 
  from run 2006 Adamczyk et al. (STAR),  

P.R.L. 115 (15) 242501

Neff = 7 
χ2-profile  

reweighted replicas

“reduced” SIDIS fit 
flexible param.

STAR data very selective on “reduced” SIDIS fit: 
reduce the number of statistically relevant replicas by factor ≳10 



statistically most relevant replicas  

Choice of functional form

28
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Kang et al.,  
P.R. D93 (16) 014009

Anselmino et al.,  
P.R. D87 (13) 094019
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reweighting replicas on deuteron bins #7,8  

• “reduced” SIDIS fit: N=100 replicas with equal weights

• reweighting on STAR data (run 2006) → Neff =7 replicas with weights wk

Neff (=7) replicas  
with weights wk

N’ (=100) replicas  
with equal weights

same probability distribution  
(for N’→∞)

unweighting
replica  with large wk 

                       with small wk

take it  w’k  times 
  discard it

NNPDF Collaboration,  
N.P. B855 (12) 608;  
arXiv:1108.1758v2

• reweighting N’=100 replicas on bins #7,8 → N’eff =73 replicas

but χ2 profile of reweighted replicas not peaked at ~ O(1)

global fit of SIDIS and p-p data in progress…
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[0.0065,0.35] uδ
0 0.2 0.4

Kang et al (2015)

Radici et al (2015)

[0.0065,0.35] dδ
-0.4 -0.2 0

Kang et al (2015)

Radici et al (2015)

FIG. 29. Comparison of tensor charge δq[0.0065,0.35] for u-quark and d-quark from this paper at 68% C.L. (Kang et al 2015)
and result from Ref. [18] (Radici et al 2015) at 68% C.L. Both results are at Q2 = 10 GeV2.

[0,1] uδ
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Kang et al (2015)

Radici et al (2015)

Anselmino et al (2013)

Anselmino et al (2013)

[0,1] dδ
-1 -0.5 0

Kang et al (2015)

Radici et al (2015)

Anselmino et al (2013)

Anselmino et al (2013)

FIG. 30. Comparison of tensor charge δq[0,1] for u-quark and d-quark in the whole region of x from this paper at 90% C.L.
(Kang et al 2015) at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and result from Ref. [18] (Radici et al 2015) at at 68% C.L. and Q2 = 1 GeV2, and Ref. [17]
at 95% C.L. standard and polynomial fit (Anselmino et al 2013) at Q2 = 0.8 GeV2.

respect to evolution effects that are included in phenomenological extractions. It also means that phenomenological
results of Ref. [17] and other extractions without TMD evolution are valid phenomenologically. One should remember,
of course, that TMD evolution is more complicated if compared to DGLAP evolution (even though formal solutions
are simpler in TMD case). The usage of non perturbative kernels make it very important to actually demonstrate
that the proper evolution is indeed exhibited by the experimental data. Once correct evolution and non perturbative
Sudakov factor are established the results of Ref. [17] should be improved by utilizing the appropriate TMD evolution
that we have formulated in this paper.
In Fig. 31 we compare tensor charge δq[0,1] for u and d-quarks from this paper at 90% C.L. at Q2 = 10 GeV2

and results from various model estimates of Refs. [112–116]. One can see that our results are close to results of
Ref. [113] that actually used the approximate mass degeneracy of the light axial vector mesons (a1(1260), b1(1235)
and h1(1170)) and pole dominance to calculate the tensor charge. DSE calculations of tensor charge of Ref. [112] are
also close to our results.
Finally we present our estimates for the isovector nucleon tensor charge gT = δu − δd:

gT = +0.61+0.26
−0.51 , (155)

at 90% C.L. and

gT = +0.61+0.15
−0.25 , (156)

at 68% C.L.at Q2 = 10 GeV2. This result can be compared to lattice QCD calculations.
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FIG. 29. Comparison of tensor charge δq[0.0065,0.35] for u-quark and d-quark from this paper at 68% C.L. (Kang et al 2015)
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precision  of  gT 
u-d   

current most stringent constraints on BSM tensor coupling come from 
• Dalitz-plot study of radiative pion decay  π+ → e+ νe γ 

• measurement of correlation parameters in neutron β-decay of 
various nuclei

Bychkov et al. (PIBETA), P.R.L. 103 (09) 051802

Pattie et al., P.R. C88 (13) 048501
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Values of the tensor charge,
g
T

(0, 4GeV2) with its uncertainty as obtained in: (1) DVMP,
Ref. [36]; (2) flexible form DiFF, Ref. [35]; (3) Single pion jet
SIDIS, Ref. [37]; Lattice QCD: (4) RQCD [14], (5) LHPC [12],
(6) PNDME [13].

better measurement of the d quarks contribution. The
results from this extraction are shown in Figure 1.

Deeply virtual exclusive pseudoscalar meson produc-
tion (DVMP),

l +N ! l0 + ⇡o(⌘) +N 0,

was proposed as a way to access transversity GPDs as-
suming a (twist three) chiral odd coupling (/ �5) for the
⇡o(⌘) prompt production mechanism [36, 38–42]. Three
additional transverse spin configurations are allowed in
the proton besides transversity which can be described in
terms of combinations of GPDs called E

T

, eH
T

, eE
T

[25].
The GPDs enter the observables at the amplitude level,
convoluted with complex coe�cients at the leading order,
thus forming the generalized form form factors (GFFs).
The various cross section terms and asymmetries are bi-
linear functions of the GFFs. A careful analysis of the
helicity amplitudes contributing to DVMP has to be per-
formed in order to disentangle the various chiral odd
GFFs from experiment [43].

The ideal set of data to maximally constrain the tensor
charge in the chiral odd sector are from the transverse
target spin asymmetry modulation [36],

F
sin(���S)
UT

= =m
h
H⇤

T

(2 eH
T

+ E
T

)
i

(7)

where �, is the angle between the leptonic and hadronic
planes, and �

s

, the angle between the lepton’s plane
and the outgoing hadron’s transverse spin. In Ref.[36]
the tensor charge was, however, extracted by fitting the
unpolarized ⇡o production cross section [20], using a
parametrization constrained from data in the chiral even

FIG. 2: (Color online) Bounds on ✏
T

obtained from preci-
sion measurements of beta decay using all current extrac-
tions and lattice QCD evaluations of the tensor charge g

T

,
plotted vs. the relative error, �g

T

/g
T

described in the text:
(turqoise) Lattice QCD [12, 13]; (yellow) Lattice QCD [14];
(green) Deeply virtual ⇡o and ⌘ production [36]; (blue) single
pion SIDIS [37]; (red) dihadron SIDIS [35]. The dashed lines
are future projections. All results were obtained using in the
definition of �g

T

/g
T

, each individual evaluation’s g
T

. The
grey band gives the error assuming �g

T

= 0, and the average
g
T

(see Fig.1). The lattice evaluations from Refs. [12, 13] are
indistinguishable.

sector to guide the functional shape of the in principle un-
known chiral odd GPDs. Notice that the tensor charge
was obtained with a relatively small error because of the
presence of these constraints. The results from this ex-
traction are also shown in Fig. 1.
Finally, in Fig. 1 we quote also the value obtained in

single pion SIDIS [37], although this is known to contain
some unaccounted for corrections from TMD evolution
[44, 45].

The impact on the extraction of ✏
T

, of both the lattice
QCD and experimental determinations of g

T

is regulated
by the most recent limit [46, 47],

| ✏
T

g
T

|< 6.4⇥ 10�4 (90%CL). (8)

Assuming no error on the extraction/evaluation of g
T

,
yields �✏

T,min

= 6.4 ⇥ 10�4/g
T

. Since the errors on
g
T

in both the lattice QCD and experimental extrac-
tions are a↵ected by systematic/theoretical uncertainty,
alternatives to the standard Hessian evaluation have been
adopted in recent analyses [18] which are based on the
R-fit method [48, 49]. By introducing the error on g

T

, we
obtain �✏

T

� �✏
T,min

. The amount by which �✏
T

de-
viates from the minimum error depends, however, on the
relative error �g

T

/g
T

as well as on the central value of
g
T

, and on C
T

. We find that within the range of param-
eters extracted from our analysis of exclusive and semi-
inclusive experiments, knowing the tensor charge up to a

ΔεΤ assuming  ΔgT=0

ΔεΤ from Anselmino et al. 2013

ΔεΤ from Radici et al. 2015

Goldstein et al., arXiv:1401.0438

RQCD’14

PNDME’15 
LHPC’12

Courtoy et al., P.R.L. 115 (2015) 162001

need to adapt 
phenomenology 
to precision of 
measurements 

and lattice
JLAB12 is 

good opportunity

(to be improved 
with RHIC data)

| εT gT | ≲  5 × 10-4


